2nd Science Photo Marathon (Zurich, 3 September 2021)
Natural & Synthetic

Topics to be photographed
Eight photos are to be taken in eight hours and in four institutions (two photos in each institution). The two topics for each institution are (i) “NATURAL” and (ii) “SYNTHETIC”.

Locations
Zoological Museum (Karl-Schmid-Strasse 4, 8006 Zurich): no restrictions
University of Zurich (Irchel Campus (Winterthurerstrasse 190, 8057 Zurich): restricted to specific places, please see more info at the end of this document
focusTerra ETH (Sonneggstrasse 5, 8092 Zurich): no restrictions
Botanical Garden (Zollikerstrasse 107, 8008 Zürich): no restrictions

Judging criteria
Photos are judged by the topic (natural and synthetic in the designated institutions), creativity and quality.

Order of the photos
You can decide, freely, the order in which you take the photos (which location and which of the two topics). At the end of the day, you can submit a maximum of 8 photos labeled as follows: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8.

The label meaning:
1 (natural in Zoological museum), 2 (synthetic in Zoological museum), 3 (natural at the Zurich of University), 4 (synthetic at the Zurich of University), 5 (natural in focusTerra ETH), 6 (synthetic in focusTerra ETH), 7 (natural in Botanical Garden), 8 (synthetic in Botanical Garden)

IF YOU ARE NOT ABLE TO LABEL THE PHOTOS WITH THESE NUMBERS, PLEASE INFORM OUR PHOTO UPLOAD ASSITANTS WHEN YOU SUBMIT THE PHOTOS.

Handing in your photos
Directly:
At the end of your marathon:
• Provide your SD card to the photo upload assistants at the Zoological Museum

Indirectly:
Through WeTransfer:
• Open this link https://wetransfer.com
• Click on ‘Send a file’
• Upload files through ‘+’
• After uploading your 8 photos, put your participant number and name under 'Title' (eg: 43-SamerAngelone)
• Click 'Next'
• Send your link to:
  o WhatsApp: +41765076719
  o Or per email: hoda.mazaheri@botinst.uzh.ch
Public transport to reach the locations (from the Zoological Museum)

*focusTerra ETH* (Sonneggstrasse 5, 8092 Zurich)
A 5-minute walk from the Zoological Museum. From other locations take tram Nr. 6, 9 or 10 to the station “ETH / Universitätsspital”

*Botanical Garden* (Zollikerstrasse 107, 8008 Zürich)
Bus Nr. 31 from Kunsthau (direction Kienastenwies). At the Hegibachplatz change to bus nr. 77 (direction im Wader) or 33 (direction Bahnhof Tiefenbrunnen). Get off at the station Botanischer Garten.

*University of Zurich, Irchel Campus* (Winterthurerstrasse 190, 8057 Zurich)
Take tram Nr. 9 or 10 to the station “Irchel” or tram Nr. 7, 14 to the station “Milchbuck”, walk through the park to the entrance of Museum of Anthropology. (https://www.uzh.ch/cmsssl/en/outreach/museums/anthropologisches-museum.html). This is the meeting point where you will receive additional information on the photo locations.

Opening hours:
Museum of Anthropology: 12:00-17:00
Irchel Nature Trail: full day
Veterinary Anatomy Collection: full day

Hotline
In case you need further information during the marathon call
Samer Angelone 079 232 60 68
Silvie Cuperus 079 383 96 73 (Campus Irchel)
Isabel Klusman 044 634 38 20 (Zoological Museum)